Functional magnetic resonance: new applications in epilepsy.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging technique is a non-invasive tool that is capable to detect the subtle hemodynamic changes produced during regional brain activation. Functional MRI applications in epilepsy patients are language lateralization and mapping, memory function assessment and localization of ictal and interictal changes. Functional MRI for language lateralization is currently used in clinical practice and provides comparable results to the intracarotid amobarbital test. In functional MRI studies for memory function assessment, results show changes in epileptic patients, but further studies are required to validate this technique for individual cases. A new application is ictal or interictal functional MRI with EEG recording that provides more detailed information about simultaneous electrographic and hemodynamic changes during interictal discharges or EEG seizures. This technique seems to have encouraging results to localize the epileptogenic area and to study propagation patterns.